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Abstract 
 

Achieving efficient authentication is a crucial issue for stream data commonly seen in 
content delivery, peer-to-peer, and multicast/broadcast networks. Stream authentication 

mechanisms need to be operated efficiently at both sender-side and receiver-side at the same 

time because of the properties of stream data such as real-time and delay-sensitivity. Until now, 

many stream authentication mechanisms have been proposed, but they are not efficient enough 
to be used in stream applications where the efficiency for sender and receiver sides are 

required simultaneously since most of them could achieve one of either sender-side and 

receiver-side efficiency. In this paper, we propose an efficient stream authentication 

mechanism, so called TIM, by integrating Trapdoor Hash Function and Merkle Hash Tree. 

Our construction can support efficient streaming data processing at both sender-side and 

receiver-side at the same time differently from previously proposed other schemes. Through 

theoretical and experimental analysis, we show that TIM can provide enhanced performance at 

both sender and receiver sides compared with existing mechanisms. Furthermore, TIM 

provides an important feature for streaming authentication, the resilience against transmission 

loss, since each data block can be verified with authentication information contained in itself. 
 

 

Keywords: Stream authentication, Trapdoor Hash Function, Merkle Hash Tree, Digital 

Signature Algorithm (DSA), Signature amortization, online/offline signature. 
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1. Introduction 

Nowadays many network applications or services involve distribution of contents like 

softwares, games, streaming data, digital audio, videos, and live news feeds through 

distributed networking technologies such as multicast networks, P2P (peer-to-peer) networks, 
and content delivery networks (CDNs). For secure delivery of these contents in the 

aforementioned networks, the authentication has to be offered as a primary requirement. 

Especially, for securing stream contents which are delay-sensitive or real-time, the 

authentication mechanism must be efficiently operated at both sender and receiver sides. In 
addition, it needs to be resilient against transmission loss, and the amount of additional 

authentication information should be minimal. 

Until now, many researchers have proposed several stream authentication mechanisms 
aiming at reducing both computation and communication overhead related with securing 

individual blocks in a stream [4,5,6,7,8,9,19]. Among several mechanisms, recently, S. 
Chandrasekhar et al. [19] proposed an efficient stream authentication technique based on 

trapdoor hash function (THF), called DL-SA, for secure content delivery in CDNs. In fact, 

since DL-SA is a kind of online/offline signature scheme [11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20] 

using trapdoor hash function, the online signing can be efficiently processed by shifting 

computational burden to offline phase. They utilize these characteristics to design a signature 
amortization technique, which computes a signature on the trapdoor hash of the first block and 

amortizes it over remaining blocks by finding their trapdoor collisions with the trapdoor hash 

of the first signed block. The receiver verifies the authenticity of a block by computing its 

corresponding trapdoor hash value with a public hash key and comparing it with a previously 

proven trapdoor hash value. While DL-SA mechanism achieved small and constant 

memory/computation costs at the sender side, the verification cost at the receiver side is still 

expensive. It utilized the batch verification approach to alleviate the overhead of verification at 
the receiver side. Even if the batch verification method can reduce the computation cost, it 

requires a receiver to buffer data blocks before authenticating them, which attenuates the 

usefulness of DL-SA in real-time or delay-sensitive applications. Furthermore, this limits the 

usefulness of DL-SA on battery-powered smart devices or resource-constrained IoT devices. 

In this paper, we propose an efficient stream authentication mechanism, so called TIM
1
, 

which can significantly reduce the cost for signing and verification cost at the same time. The 

proposed mechanism makes use of Trapdoor Hash Function (THF) and Merkle Hash Tree 
(MHT) [1,2] and it integrates them for optimized signing and verification. The signing process 

in TIM is divided into offline phase and online phase. Signatures of base trapdoor hash values 

are computed at offline phase before transmitting stream data. When transmitting data blocks 

in a stream data, TIM generates authentication information for each data block with negligible 

cost. With respect to data block verification, for verifying k  data blocks belonging to same 

MHT block, only the first block is verified with trapdoor hash verification and subsequent 

( 1)k  blocks are verified by comparing their hash values with the cached hash values 

authenticated in the previous trapdoor hash verification, while DL-SA needs at least one 

trapdoor hash verification per data block. Finally, since TIM does not require any receiver side 

buffering, it is a more appropriate candidate as an authentication method for secure delivery of 

                                                        
1 Trapdoor hash function-based stream authentication mechanism Integrated with Merkle hash tree 
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stream data considering recently commonly used battery-powered smart devices. As far as we 

know, this is the first work seamlessly integrating the concept of MHT to trapdoor hash 
function-based authentication. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We briefly review some related techniques 
and previously proposed works in Section 2. Then, we present the proposed stream 

authentication method, TIM, in Section 3. The security and theoretical performance are 

analyzed in Section 4. We present the performance of real implementation of TIM and 

compare it with DL-SA in Section. Section 6 concludes this paper. 

2. Related Work 

In this section, we describe two essential techniques, Merkle Hash Tree and trapdoor hash 

functions for explaining our work, and related works on stream authentication. 

2.1 MHT-based Signature Amortization 

 

 
Fig. 1. Signing and verification process using MHT with four data blocks, 4k  (Gray circles refer to 

the hash values to be transmitted or received and dotted circles mean that the hash values are not 
received but computed with witness information. 

 

To reduce the overhead of signature signing and verification process, the Merkle Hash Tree 

(MHT) [1,2,4] has been widely used. A sender buffers k data blocks and signs only the root 

hash node of the binary hash tree about them. The sender sends a packet including the data 

block, its witness  (the hash tree path to the root node), and the root signature to receivers. 

When the receiver receives the packet, he/she can verify its validity by computing the root 

hash value of the hash tree using the received data block and its witness, and comparing the 
computed root hash value with the root hash value from the root signature verification. Fig. 1 

shows the signing and verification process using MHT for authenticating four data blocks. The 

sender constructs a binary hash tree (so called Merkle Hash Tree) dealing with the four data 

blocks and signs the root hash node ( 1 2 3 4( )  Sign h ). About the 
1m  data block, the sender 

transmits (
1m , 

2h , 
3 4h , 

1 2 3 4( )  Sign h ) (
2h  and 

3 4h  form the witness  field in the packet). When 

the receiver gets the packet (
1m , 

2h , 3 4h , 1 2 3 4( )  Sign h ), he/she verifies the validity of the packet 

through the signature verification. In the progress of signature verification, the root hash value 

( 1 2 3 4  h ) is computed from the received 
1m , 

2h , and 
3 4h , and then compared with the original 

root hash value (
1 2 3 4  h ) embedded in the signature

1 2 3 4( )  Sign h . Thus, an alteration to any fields 

in the packet leads to the failure of signature verification. If the signature verification is proven 

to be valid, the validity of both the data block and the hash values including
2h , 1 2h , 

3 4h  and 
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1 2 3 4  h  is proven. The receiver caches the verified hash values at the authenticated hash table 

(AHT) for fast verification of the other data blocks that belong to the same hash tree.  

2.2 Trapdoor Hash Functions 

Trapdoor hash functions ( TH ) introduced by Krawczyk and [2] is related with a public hash 

key HK and a private trapdoor key TK . It has a unique property of being easy to generate 
collisions between hashes of different messages with TK , while being difficult when only 

HK  is known [13]. For example, with only HK , it is hard to find two messages m , m  and 

auxiliary numbers r , r  satisfying ( )TH m r = ( ) TH m r , nevertheless, with HK  and TK , it is 

easy to find a collision value r  satisfying ( )TH m r = ( ) TH m r  given m , m  and r . 

Shamir and Tauman [13] developed hash-sign-switch paradigm that can convert any 
signature scheme into an online/offline signature scheme [11]. The main concept of 
online/offline schemes is shifting computational burden from online phase to offline phase 

when generating signatures. Thus, the computational overhead at online phase is much lighter 

than that at offline phase (At offline phase, typical signature schemes can be utilized). For 

instance, in the work of [13], at offline phase, a signature can be computed for ( ) TH m r  of a 

random message m  and a random number r . Given an actual message m  to be signed, the 

aim of online phase is to find a collision value r  that satisfies ( )TH m r = ( ) TH m r  by using 

trapdoor key TK  (Without the knowledge of TK , finding r  is computationally infeasible). 

Thus, the signature of m  is composed of r  and ( ) TH m r . The cost for computing r  at 

online phase is much lighter than that for computing a signature at offline phase. From the 

work of [12] and [13], several researches have been conducted with respect to developing 

various online/offline signature schemes and their security analysis [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 
23, 24, 25]. In 2013, Yi Sun et al. extended the work of [19] and presented elliptic curve 

discrete logarithm based trapdoor hash function [23].  In 2014, S. Chandrasekhar et al. 

proposed multi-trapdoor hash function that allows multiple entities to compute a trapdoor hash 

collision with a given hash value [20]. Recently, they proposed multi-trapdoor hash 
function-based signcryption [24] and applied multi-trapdoor hash function for efficient query 

authentication on cloud-based storage system where data is generated by multiple sources and 

retrieved by the clients [25].  

2.3 Stream Authentication Methods 

Until now, many researches have been conducted for designing efficient authentication 
mechanisms for streaming applications including multicast and broadcast. Their main concern 

is to reduce both computation and transmission overhead in authenticating individual blocks 

constructing a stream while providing a certain level of resilience to data block losses. 

Although signing and verifying each block in a stream individually provides robustness 
against data losses, it imposes heavy amount of computation for authenticating data stream 
due to algorithmic property of asymmetric-key algorithms. In order to reduce computational 

overhead, several signature-based authentication mechanisms have been proposed such as WL 

[4], EMSS [5], AC [6], SAIDA [7], MABS [9] and DL-SA [19]. Their main idea is to amortize a 

signature over multiple blocks in a stream. 

EMSS and AC apply hash chains to authenticating data blocks in a stream. Even though hash 

chain-based authentication is very efficient, it is vulnerable to transmission loss and 

out-of-order transmission. Thus, EMSS and AC place multiple hashes in each block to mitigate 

transmission loss and our-of-order transmission. Rather than using redundant multiple hashes, 
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SAIDA make use of erasure codes considering space optimality. Thus, even though some data 

blocks are lost during transmission, the information for authenticating data blocks can be 

recovered. Since EMSS, AC, and SAIDA are probabilistic authentication schemes, each block 

cannot be verified independently. In other words, the verification success rate depends on the 

transmission loss probability and the amount of buffered information at the receiver side. 

WL is based MHT. In WL, a hash tree is built for multiple data blocks and the only root hash 

node is signed. For a data block to be individually verifiable in WL, each data block needs to 

carry its own authentication information such as the generated signature and witness. To speed 
up the signing and verifying operations, WL integrates Feige-Fiat-Shamir digital signature 

scheme to MHT when signing the root hash node and verifying the signature. Since WL is a 

deterministic scheme, each data block in WL can be verified independently at the expense of 

transmission overhead for additional information and sender side buffering. 

MABS is a deterministic multicast authentication mechanism and it signs and verifies each 

data block in a stream individually to prevent DoS attack. Since MABS generates signature for 

each data block in a stream and verifies them individually, it suffers from signature 

verification overhead. To mitigate signature verification overhead, MABS proposes a batch 

signature verification method. Even though it could reduce signature verification overhead 
about in half, it still requires exponentiation computation for each data block. 

Recently, S. Chandrasekhar et al. [19] proposed an efficient stream authentication technique 

based on trapdoor hash function, called DL-SA, for stream authentication aiming at both 

reducing signing delay and minimizing cost for signing at the sender, while providing 

robustness against transmission loss. DL-SA computes a signature on the trapdoor hash of the 

first block and amortizes it over remaining blocks by finding their trapdoor hash collisions 

(computing r  value in Section 2.2) with the first signed block's trapdoor hash value. Since 

compared with typical signature generation, finding collision is very fast, DL-SA achieves 

efficient and constant cost for signing. However, it suffers from verification overhead at the 

receiver side. In DL-SA, verifying a block requires at least two modular exponentiations, 

while finding collision calls for only a few modular multiplications. To alleviate verification 

overhead at the receiver side, DL-SA applies a batch verification mechanism. Even if the 

batch method can reduce computation cost for verification, it requires buffering at the 

receiver-side and its cost is still large for battery-powered smart devices. Furthermore, DL-SA 

with the batch verification method has difficulty in identifying which data blocks contribute to 

the failure when the batch verification for authenticating several data blocks fails. 

In 2007, Deng and Yang presented and end-to-end authentication mechanism from 

multimedia server to end users through intermediary proxies [22]. Even though their scheme 
used trapdoor hash function and Merkle Hash Tree, however, it utilizes each of them 

separately in the server and proxy. Thus, Deng and Yang’s mechanism did not achieve 

seamless integration of trapdoor hash function and Merkle Hash Tree for both efficient signing 
and efficient verification. Actually, the multimedia server generates a RSA-based signature of 

the multimedia data. At this time, it utilized Merkle Hash Tree for efficient signing. The proxy 

removes some data components from the original set for content downscaling and generates 
trapdoor hash collision that can authenticate the downscaled multimedia data. Furthermore, 

the cost for trapdoor hash collision is much larger than that in our mechanism. Thus, Deng and 

Yang’s mechanism is proper for authenticating constant multimedia data like images rather 

than streaming application where real-time and delay-sensitivity are important. 
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3. Proposed Authentication Mechanism 

The goal of TIM is to minimize signing at sender-side and verification cost at receiver-side at 

the same time. Since it uses the root hash of MHT when computing trapdoor hash collisions, it 

requires the sender to buffer k  data blocks before signing them
2
. It is mainly based on 

DL-Schnorr signature scheme [3], but the concept of the proposed mechanism can be applied 

to any trapdoor hash function-based authentication mechanisms. 

3.1 Preliminaries 

Table 1 describes major notations used in this paper. All entities agree upon common system 

public parameters params = , , ,H,G p q . We assume that the stream  is continuously 

generated in the form of segments like (
0s , 

1,s  , 
vs , ), and each segment is composed of 

n  data blocks 
0m , 

1m , , 
1nm . Fig. 2 depicts the structure of the streaming data in TIM.  

 

Table 1. Notations. 

Symbols Definitions 

S  Streaming data which is continuously generated in the form of segments 

n  the number of data blocks in a segment 

k  Merkle Hash Tree(MHT) size 

l  the number of MHT blocks in a segment consisting n  data blocks,  n k l    

params  
public system parameters including p , q , and   where p  and q  are 1,024-bit and 160-bit 

primes, respectively, 1 q p  and   is an element of order q  in 

pZ  

H , G  0 1   q{ } Z  are cryptographic hash functions 

x , X  sender’s long-term (private, public) key pair where *R qx  and *= x

pX  

vk , vr  sender’s ephemeral (private, public) key pair where *v R qk , *= 
k
v

v pr , and v  is the 

segment index 

y , Y   sender’s long-term (trapdoor, hash) key pair where 
*R qy  and *= y

pY  

iy , iY  
 sender’s ephemeral (trapdoor, hash) key pair such that *i R qy  and *= 

y
i

i pY  where 

0 1  i l  

,A Bh   computed hash value of the concatenation of A  and B  such as H(A||B)  

,( 1) 1 ik i kRH  
 a root hash value of i -th MHT of size k  in a segment. Its leaf nodes consists of hash values of 

ikm , 1 ( 1) 1, ,  ik i km m  data blocks 

( , )YTH m z  
 trapdoor hash value of message m  and z  such that ( , )YTH m z =(( m yz  mod p ) mod q ) 

where y  and Y  are trapdoor key and hash key, respectively  

 

Even though each data block has its segment index to which it belongs, for the simplicity we  

omit the segment index in the figure. For example, the v -th segment 
vS  consists of 

,0 ,1 , 1, , , v v v nm m m . We also assume that the number of data blocks is multiple of MHT size 

k ( = n l k ). Namely, there are l  MHT blocks in a segment. 

3.2 Proposed Mechanism Specification 

TIM consists of offline process and online process. Offline process includes system setup and 

offline signing. Online process is composed of online data block signing at the sender side and  

                                                        
2 Even if typically 2's power value is used for k , numbers which are not 2's power can be applied by using the method from [21]. 
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Fig. 2. Streaming data structure in TIM. 

 

data block verification at the receiver side. For simplicity of description, we assume that the 

stream  is partitioned into w  segments, each segment is composed of n  blocks, and n  is 

multiple of MHT size k  even though w , n , and k  values need to be determined considering 

the performance of system and network.  

3.2.1 System Setup Specification 

Algorithm 1. System setup function Sys_Setup() 

Require: Common system public parameters params = , , ,H,G p q .  

Ensure: Key materials, the number of blocks n  in a segment and MHT size k .   

1. Generate long-term (private, public) key pair as ( x , X ): *R qx  and *= x

pX . 

2. Generate long-term  (trapdoor, hash) key pair as ( , ) = ( , )TK HK y Y : *R qy  and *= y

pY . 

3. Choose n  to determine the number of blocks in a segment.  

4. Determine MHT size k  such that k  is power of 2 and = n k l . 

5. Generate ephemeral (private, public) key pairs as ( , )v vk r : 

      *v R qk  and *= 
k
v

v pr , where 0 1  i w . 

6. Generate ephemeral (trapdoor, hash) key pairs as ( , ) = ( , )i i i iTK HK y Y : 

      *i R qy  and *= 
y
i

i pY , where 0 1  i l . 

Return: n , k , ( x , X ), ( , )y Y , ( , )i iy Y  where 0 1  i l , and ( vk , vr ) where 0 1  v w .  

 

To provide the key exposure resistance, S. Chandrasekhar et al. utilized different 

trapdoor/hash key pairs for each data block in a segment [19]. Thus, their scheme requires at 

least n  trapdoor/hash key pairs. However, TIM requires only l  different trapdoor/hash key 

pairs since it applies MHT for n  data blocks and computes l  collision values making their 

trapdoor hash values colliding to the segment’s base trapdoor hash value. Thus, TIM chooses 

ephemeral trapdoor key *i R qy  and computes the corresponding ephemeral hash key 

*= 
y
i

i pY , and stores the pair (
iy , 

iY ) where 0 1  i l . In other words, (
iy , 

iY ), a pair of 

trapdoor key and hash key, is used to compute a collision value which incurs i -th MHT 

block’s trapdoor hash value to collide to the segment’s base trapdoor hash value. Now that 

these trapdoor keys and hash keys will be reused when processing each segment, this process 

is just a one-time operation. Alg. 1 generates key materials including long-term (private, 

public) key pair, long-term (trapdoor, hash) key pair, w  pairs of ephemeral (private, public) 

key pairs and l  ephemeral (trapdoor, hash) key pairs which are necessary for offline/online 
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signing and verification, and determines system parameters such as segment size n , MHT size 

k , which can be conducted at offline. We assume that the public parameters params  for DSA 

have been already generated and shared among network participants. Note that l  pairs of 

ephemeral (trapdoor, hash) key are reused for signing each segment. 

3.2.2 Offline Signing Specification 

The goal of offline signing process is generating a root of trust for each segment. In other 

words, it generates a base trapdoor hash value for each segment with long-term (trapdoor, 

hash) key pair and signs it with long-term private key and ephemeral (private, public) key pair. 
By verifying the signature of a segment, a receiver can trust the verified trapdoor hash value 

and authenticate data blocks in the segment by comparing their trapdoor hash values to the 

base trapdoor hash value. Since random data blocks are used to compute segments’ base 

trapdoor hash values, offline signing process can be conducted in offline phase before starting 
online signing phase which signs real data blocks belonging to stream data. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Offline signing phase in TIM. 

 

Algorithm 2. TIM Offline Signing process Offline_Signing() 

Require: The number of segments w  in a stream data , long-term private key x , long-term (trapdoor, hash) 

key pair=( y , Y ), and ephemeral (private, public) key pair ( vk , vr ) where v  from 0  to 1w . 

Ensure: List of signatures for authenticating each segment’s base trapdoor hash value. 

1. for v  from 0  to 1w  do 

2.     Generate random data block vf . 

3. end for 

4. /* Generate base trapdoor hash value of each segment and sign it */ 

5. for v  from 0  to 1w  do 

6.     Compute v -th segment’s base trapdoor hash value: 

exp

,
( , ) (vY f Y

v

TH h r   mod p ) mod q , where 
,

exp
v

vf Y
h yr  , 

,
= H( || )vf Y

v

h f Y . 

7.     Generate signature of the base trapdoor hash value with DL-Schnorr [3]:  

        
,

G( ( , ) || || ) v v v v vY f Y
v

t k x TH h r f r  mod q . 

8. end for 

Return: List of signature containing vt  where 0 1  v w . 

 

Fig. 3 shows an example of offline signing process in TIM. Firstly, offline signing phase 

generates random data blocks (
0 1, , , ,vf f f ) which are used to compute base trapdoor hash 

values. Namely, 
vf  is used to compute the base trapdoor hash value in v -th segment. Then, 

TIM computes the base trapdoor hash value of each segment. When computing v -th base 
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trapdoor hash value 
,

( , )vY f Y
v

TH h r , hash value 
,f Y

v
h , ephemeral public key 

vr , and long-term 

private key y  are used. Next, the computed base trapdoor hash values are signed with 

DL-Schnorr signature scheme. 
vt  is the signature of the v -th trapdoor hash value. 

Alg. 2 shows the detail of offline signing process in TIM. Offline signing requires long-term 

private key x , long-term (trapdoor, hash) key pair. Step 6 computes a base trapdoor hash 

value 
,

( , )vY f Y
v

TH h r  for v -th segment and it requires a modular exponentiation. This step 

computes a trapdoor hash value of 
,f Y

v
h  rather than original 

vf  data block in order to make a 

relation of data block 
vf  and long-term hash key Y . Step 7 signs the generated base trapdoor 

hash value with sender’s long-term private key x  and ephemeral private key 
vk . Alg. 2 

returns the list of signatures which can authenticate each segment’s base trapdoor hash values.  

3.2.3 Online Signing Specification 

 
Fig. 4. Online signing phase in TIM. 

 

Online signing process in TIM generates authentication information that makes each data 

block in a stream data verified independently. Online signing process makes use of base 

trapdoor hash values previously computed and stored in offline signing process when 

computing collision values. TIM applies collision value computation to the root hash value of 

MHT consisting of k  data blocks rather than computing each data block’s collision value. 

Fig. 4 describes an example of the online signing process for v -th segment in TIM. For k  

data blocks 
( 1) 1, ,  ik i km m , at first MHT is constructed and then, a collision value 

,( 1) 1 ik i kz  is 

computed. For example, the root hash of k  data blocks 
( 1) 1, ,  ik i km m  is 

,( 1) 1 ik i kRH . Then,  

TIM computes a collision value 
,( 1) 1 ik i kz  incurring a collision for the trapdoor hash function 

such that 
, ,( 1) 1

,( 1) 1
( , ) 

 
Y RH Y ik i k
i ik i k i

TH h z  = 
,

( , )vY f Y
v

TH h r  where 
,

( , )vY f Y
v

TH h r  is the base trapdoor 

hash value in v -th segment and 
, ,( 1) 1

,( 1) 1
( , ) 

 
Y RH Y ik i k
i ik i k i

TH h z  is the trapdoor hash value of 

,
,( 1) 1 

RH Y
ik i k i

h  which is the hash value of the concatenation of root hash value 
,( 1) 1 ik i kRH  and  

ephemeral hash key 
iY . Note that only the sender who has a pair of ephemeral trapdoor 

iy  and  
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ephemeral hash keys 
iY  can compute the collision value with a few multiplications over *

q .  

 

Algorithm 3. TIM Online Signing process Online_Signing() 

Require: Stream data  consisting of w  segments, key materials including long-term (trapdoor, hash) key pair 

( y , Y ), ephemeral public keys vr  where v  from 0  to 1w , ephemeral (trapdoor, hash) key pairs ( iy , iY ) 

where i  from 0  to 1l . 

Ensure: Send data blocks in each segment of  and their corresponding authentication information. 

1. for v  from 0  to 1w  do 

2.     Get vt  and 
,f Y

v

h  which was generated at Offline Signing process from system signature pool. 

3.     Send v -th segment’s signature , , v v vf t r  to receivers. 

4.     for i  from 0  to 1l   do 

5.         Construct MHT of k  data blocks 
( 1) 1, ,  ik i km m  and store root hash value 

,( 1) 1 ik i kRH  and hash values 

in MHT. 

6.         Compute a collision value 
,( 1) 1 ik i kz  satisfying 

, ,( 1) 1
,( 1) 1

( , ) 
 

Y RH Y ik i k
i ik i k i

TH h z =
,

( , )vY f Y
v

TH h r : 
,( 1) 1 ik i kz    1

,, ,( 1) 1
( )

 
 i RH Y vf Y ik i k iv

y h h yr  mod q  

where , ,( 1) 1
,( 1) 1

= H( || ) 
 

RH Y ik i k i
ik i k i

h RH Y . 

7.         for j  from ik  to ( 1) 1 i k  do  

8.             Construct authentication information 
jAI    ,( 1) 1, ,  ik i k j iz wit Y . 

9.             Send , j jm AI  to receivers. 

10.         end for 

11.     end for 

12. end for 

 

Since we assume that the number of data blocks in a segment is a multiple of MHT size k  

( n = k l ), there are l  MHT blocks in a segment. Thus, the process of constructing MHT and 

computing collision value are repeated l  times for each segment. Alg. 3 is general online 

signing process in TIM. Even though the algorithm assumes that a stream data consists of w  

segments, it can be operated on continuously generated segments. Step 2 gets 
vt  which is the 

signature of v -th segment’s base trapdoor hash value and 
,f Y

v
h  which will be used in collision 

value computation from the system pool. Then, it first sends , , v v vf t r  containing the data 

block 
vf , the signature of base trapdoor hash value 

vt , and ephemeral public key 
vr  to 

receivers. The signature 
vt  is the root of trust for authenticating data blocks in v -th segment. If 

vt  passes signature verification process, the receivers can accept a data block as authentic one 

if its trapdoor hash value is identical to the base trapdoor hash value. Step 5–6 is the collision 

value generation process. As aforementioned, TIM applies collision value computation to the 

representative root hash value of MHT composed of k  data blocks instead of computing each 

data block’s collision value for signing and verification efficiency. Thus, Step 5 constructs 

MHT of k  data blocks, and stores root hash value 
,( 1) 1 ik i kRH  and hash values from the MHT 

construction. Then, Step 6 computes a collision value ,( 1) 1 ik i kz  satisfying the relation of 

, ,( 1) 1
,( 1) 1

( , ) 
 

Y RH Y ik i k
i ik i k i

TH h z =
,

( , )vY f Y
v

TH h r . For computing collision value ,( 1) 1 ik i kz , Step 6 

makes the root hash value related to ephemeral hash key 
iY  by hashing their concatenation. 

Then, Step 6 computes a collision value ,( 1) 1 ik i kz  of 
,

,( 1) 1 
RH Y

ik i k i
h  such that its trapdoor hash 
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value collides to v -th segment’s base trapdoor hash value. Since the aim of the collision value 

is making the trapdoor hash value of 
,

,( 1) 1 
RH Y

ik i k i
h  is identical to the base trapdoor hash value 

,
( , )vY f Y

v
TH h r , its computation requires 

,f Y
v

h . Furthermore, since collision value computation 

requires long-term trapdoor key y , ephemeral trapdoor key 
iy , only the sender can compute 

the collision as long as private information is not revealed to adversaries. Even though naive 

implementation of collision value computation requires the modular inverse of 
iy  and the 

modular multiplication of y  and 
vr , they can be precomputed at the offline phase and reused 

at the online phase. Thus, computing collision value in Step 6 requires only one modular 

multiplication of 1

iy  and ,, ,( 1) 1
( )

 
 RH Y vf Y ik i k iv

h h yr  by reusing precomputed values 1

iy  and 

vyr . After computing a collision value, Step 7–9 constructs each authentication information of 

k  data blocks as the combination of a collision value 
,( 1) 1 ik i kz , block’s witness information 

jwit  which composed of sibling hash values in the MHT, and ephemeral hash key 
iY , and 

sends each data block with the generated authentication information to receivers. Note that 

,( 1) 1 ik i kz  is the common collision value for k  data blocks since it is computed on the root hash 

value of k  data blocks’ MHT. 

3.2.4 Verification Specification 

 
Fig. 5. Verification process of TIM at receivers. 

 

TIM makes use of the properties of both MHT and THF for verifying data blocks. The 

property of MHT in TIM makes a data block verification efficient even though it requires 

previously authenticated hash values in AHT (Authenticated Hash Table). If the root hash 

value of the MHT is proven to be authentic, hash values used to compute it can be utilized to 

verify the validity of each data block belonging to the MHT. The property of THF in TIM 

enables receivers verify any data blocks individually in a segment by comparing its trapdoor 

hash value with the segment’s base trapdoor hash value if the base trapdoor hash value is 

proven to be authentic. Since the overhead for computing trapdoor hash value is large, TIM 

applies THF-based verification, requiring the computation of trapdoor hash value, to only one 

of k  data blocks in the same MHT and executes MHT-based verification to remaining 1k  

data blocks. 

Fig. 5 describes the verification process of TIM at receiver side. The verification process  

starts from receiving messages from a sender. There are two kinds of message: a data block  
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Algorithm 4. Signature Verification Process _ ()Verify Sig  . 

Require: data block vf  with its signature and related ephemeral public key as , , v v vf t r , long-term hash key 

Y , and sender’s public key X . 

Ensure: Verification result ( Pass  or Fail ). 

1. Compute 
,

= H( || )vf Y
v

h f Y . 

2. Compute 
,f Y

v

h ’s trapdoor hash value: 
,

,
( , ) = (

h rf Y vv
vY f Y

v

TH h r Y  mod p ) mod q . 

3. Execute DL-Schnorr signature verification: 

= (  t hr X  mod p ) mod q  where 
,

= G( ( , ) || || )v v vY f Y
v

h TH h r f r . 

4. if   vr r  mod q   then  

5.     =ret Fail  

6. else  

7.     Save 
,

( , )vY f Y
v

TH h r  in the system buffer as v -th segment’s base trapdoor hash value. 

8.     =ret Pass . 

9. end if  

Return: ret  

 

with signature as , , v v vf t r  or a data block with authentication information as , j jm AI . Since 

vt  is the signature of v -th segment’s base trapdoor hash value, first of all, it needs to be 

verified before verifying data blocks in v -th segment. Actually, online signing process in Alg. 

3 firstly sends the signature in a segment and then sends data blocks in the segment. , , v v vf t r  

is verified through DL-schnorr signature verification process. Alg. 4 depicts the signature 

verification process. Alg. 4 computes the trapdoor hash value of 
,f Y

v
h  and then verifies the 

signature 
vt . Both computing trapdoor hash value and verifying signature require the 

computation of modular exponentiations such as 
,

((
h rf Y vv Y  mod p ) mod q ) and (( t hX  

mod p ) mod q ). In TIM, these modular exponentiations can be sped up by using fixed-base 

exponentiation algorithm such as LL exponentiation method [10]. If the verification succeeds, 

the verified base trapdoor hash value is stored in system buffer since it is used to check the 

validity of MHT block’s trapdoor hash value. When a data block with authentication 

information as , j jm AI  is received, firstly TIM attempts MHT-based data block verification 

by using AHT. At first, it applies MHT-based verification by using AHT which contains 

previously authenticated hash values. Unless there are related hash values in the AHT, then it 
applies THF-based verification. MHT-based method requires hash values from the results of 

the other blocks verification, but it can be executed very fast with a few hash value 

comparisons. While THF-based method does not require any information contained in other 

blocks, it needs more complex computation than MHT-based method. Thus, if the , j jm AI  is 

the first block in a MHT, there is no hash values which can be used for verifying 
jm  in AHT. 

Thus, TIM executes THF-based data block verification for the first block in the MHT. Since 

collision value is generated on the root hash value of a MHT block at the sender side, the 
trapdoor hash value is common for all data blocks belonging to the same MHT block. In other 

words, since the trapdoor hash values computed by using received data block, its witness, 

related hash key, and collision value are identical, the trapdoor hash value needs to be verified 

only once. In THF-based verification, the trapdoor hash value of the MHT’s root hash value is 
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computed and it is compared to the base trapdoor hash value which is previously verified in 

signature verification process. If the THF-based verification succeeds, the hash values from 
computing the root hash value of the MHT are stored in AHT in order to utilize them for 

verifying other remaining data blocks belonging to the MHT. After the first data block in a 

MHT is verified with THF-based verification method, TIM is able to execute MHT-based 

verification method for remaining 1k  data blocks in the MHT since the AHT contains the   

MHT’s hash values which have been verified. 
 

Algorithm 5. Data block verification function _ ()Verify block  . 

Require: Segment index v  in stream data where 0 1  v w , data block with authentication information as 

,( 1) 1, = ( , , )  j j ik i k j im AI z wit Y  where ( 1) 1   ik j i k  and 0 1  i l . 

Ensure: Verification result ( Pass  or Fail ). 

1. ret Fail . 

2. /* Execute MHT-based verification process*/ 

3. Compute = H( )j jh m  and search 
jh  from the AHT. 

4. if 
jh  found in AHT then 

5.     ret Pass . 

6. else 

7.     while Until root hash 
,( 1) 1 ik i kRH  is computed do  

8.         Compute recursively upper hash values with 
jh  and 

jwit . 

9.         if Computed hash value found in AHT then 

10.             ret Pass . 

11.             Update AHT with the computed hash values. 
12.             break loop. 

13.         end if 

14.     end while 

15. end if 

16. /*Execute THF-based verification process*/ 

17. if =ret Fail then 

18.     Compute 
,( 1) 1 ik i kRH , root hash of i -th MHT in v -th segment, with 

jm  and jwit . 

19.     Compute , ,( 1) 1
,( 1) 1

= H( || ) 
 

RH Y ik i k i
ik i k i

h RH Y . 

20.     Compute ,
,( 1) 1 

RH Y
ik i k i

h ’s trapdoor hash value using collision value 
,( 1) 1 ik i kz : 

          1 2exp exp

, ,( 1) 1
,( 1) 1

( , ) = (Y RH Y ik i k i
i ik i k i

TH h z Y 
 

 mod p ) mod q  

where 
,( 1) 11 ,exp

ik i k iRH Yh
 

 and 
2 ,( 1) 1exp ik i kz    

21.     Get v -th segment’s base trapdoor hash value 
,

( , )vY f Y
v

TH h r  from system buffer. 

22.     if 
,

( , )vY f Y
v

TH h r  = , ,( 1) 1
,( 1) 1

( , ) 
 

Y RH Y ik i k
i ik i k i

TH h z  then 

23.         =ret Pass . 

24.         Update AHT with the computed hash values in MHT-based method. 
25.     else 

26.         =ret Fail  

27.     end if 

28. end if 

Return: ret  

 

Alg. 5 describes the detail of data block verification. MHT-based verification is executed in 

Step 2–15 and firstly it computes data block 
jm ’s hash value 

jh  and searches whether there is 

same hash value in the AHT. If the same hash value is found in the AHT, this means that the 
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hash value of 
jm  has been previously verified and stored. Thus, weak authentication to 

jm  is 

proven. Unless there is no matched hash value in the MHT, Step 7–14 tries to find the related 

hash values in the AHT until the root hash value is computed. These steps compute the root 

hash value of the MHT with 
jm ’s hash value and 

jm ’s witness information 
jwit  and searches 

computed hash values of the MHT in AHT. If 
jm  succeeds to pass the MHT-based 

verification, TIM updates the AHT by reflecting the hash values which are computed during 

computing the root hash value. Otherwise, TIM executes THF-based verification. This 

situation occurs when 
jm  is the firstly received data block among data blocks of the MHT to 

which 
jm  belongs. The goal of THF-based verification is to check whether the trapdoor hash 

value of the MHT’s root hash value is identical to the base trapdoor hash value. Thus, it first 

computes the root hash value 
,( 1) 1 ik i kRH  of the MHT consisting of 

( 1) 1, ,  ik i km m  in Step 18 

and then computes the trapdoor hash value of 
,

,( 1) 1 
RH Y

ik i k i
h  with the received collision value 

,( 1) 1 ik i kz . As aforementioned, the collision value has been computed on the root hash value of 

a MHT at the sender side, the computed hash values of any data blocks in the MHT are 

identical. Similar to the signature verification in Alg. 3, since computing a trapdoor hash value 

requires modular exponentiations, TIM applies LL exponentiation method [10] when 

computing 
,

,( 1) 1 ,( 1) 1((    
h
RH Y z

ik i k i ik i k

iY  mod p ) mod q ) for fast processing. If the computed 

trapdoor hash value is identical to the base trapdoor hash value, then the THF-based 
verification succeeds and the AHT is updated by including computed hash values from 

computing the root hash value in Step 18. If both MHT-based verification and THF-based 

verification fail, then the receiver discards the data block and sends a retransmission request. 

4. Analysis of Security and Computational Overhead 

4.1 Security Analysis 

Recall that we design a new streaming data authentication mechanism by combining two 

existing techniques, the amortized signature scheme in DL-SA and MHT. The security of 

amortized signature scheme is proven in [19] and the security is MHT is well-known, and thus 

we can have the following propositions.  
 

Proposition 1. The security of amortized signature scheme is guaranteed by the security of the 

unforgeability of DL-Shnorr signature scheme, the collision resistance, and key exposure 
freeness of the underlying trapdoor hash function. 

 

Proposition 2. The MHT is intractable if the underlying hash function is collision resistance.  

 
Simply combining two secure schemes does not guarantee the security of the resulting scheme. 

Hence, to guarantee the security of our streaming data authentication mechanism, we prove 

that if our scheme is not secure then at least one of two underlying schemes is not secure. Since 
two components are proven to be secure, we can guarantee the security of our construction if 

our assertion is true. For the security analysis, we do not use oracle-based security proof since 

the approach is not suitable to analyze complex protocols such as our technique. In the 
literature, various approaches, such as hybrid arguments based security proof [26] and event 

based (a.k.a., classification based) security proof [19], have been introduced for provable 
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security of complex protocols. Among well-known approaches, for the provable security of 

our scheme, we will use event-based proof technique due to the simplicity of the approach.  
Our basic idea for security proof is as follows. At first, we define an event which covers all 

successful attack scenarios that can be performed by any adversary. Then we will divide the 

event into three disjoint sub-events whose union can cover the full event, and then we measure 

the advantage of an adversary in each sub-event. Finally, we will show that the sum of 
advantages is negligible due to the above propositions.  

 

Theorem 1. TIM is secure in the sense that an adversary cannot generate any streaming data 

packet which is valid but differ from the original data, and the security can be guaranteed by 

two propositions, Proposition 1 and Proposition 2.  

 

Proof 1. Let = , , , , params p q H G  be set of the system public parameters for the target 

system. Let X  be the long-term public key and x  be the corresponding private key. Let ( , )y Y  

be the set of long-term trapdoor key and hash key pair such that = mod yY p  for * qy . Let 

F  be the data which will be attacked by an adversary.  

Let E  be the event that an adversary  succeeds in breaking the proposed scheme by 

generating a valid data packet and the forged data is a fresh packet in the sense that the same 

data packet was not produced ever before. Let ( )AAdv Event  be the advantage of the adversary 

 with respect to the event Event . Then, the adversary’s ability of breaking our scheme can 

be defined as ( )AAdv E  since E  is defined as the event that covers all attack scenarios. Note 

that for two disjoint events S1 and S2, we have 
1 2( )AAdv S S  1 2( ) ( )A AAdv S Adv S  for any 

adversary . Suppose that the adversary  generates a forged data packet for j -th block 

such that = / i j k  and = j ik  which means that the block belongs to i -th MHT and the 

block is the -th block among k  blocks in i -th MHT. The authentication information for the 

message block 
jm  is then 

,( 1) 1= , ,  j ik i k j iAI z wit Y  where  

- 
,( 1) 1 ik i kz  is a collision for the trapdoor hash function which satisfied the following 

relation: 
, ,( 1) 1 ,,( 1) 1

( , ) = ( , ), 
 

Y RH Y ik i k vY f Yi ik i k i v
TH h z TH h r   

- 
jwit  is the sibling path information for 

jm  regarding i -th MHT,  

- and 
iY  is the i -th ephemeral public key. 

Let 
,( 1) 1{ , , , }  j ik i k j im z wit Y be the original data packet for j -th block. If the adversary succeeds 

in generating valid packet for j -th block, we should have * * * *

,( 1) 1{ , , , }  j ik i k j im z wit Y  which is 

different from the original data packet. Let *

,( 1) 1 ik i kRH  be the root of the MHT computed from 
* *{ , }j jm wit . Then we can define disjoint sub-events 

1E ,
2E , and 

3E  according to the packet 

generated by the adversary. At first, we can consider two branches based on the conditions that 

the adversary can use forged * * *, ,f t r   or not. If receivers already possess the correct tuple 

, , v v vf t r  or the forged tuple * * *, ,f t r   is not valid, the adversary cannot use the forged tuple 
* * *, ,f t r  . In this case, we still can consider two branches based on the equality of *

,( 1) 1 ik i kRH  

and ,( 1) 1ik i kRH   . We define 
1E  as the sub-event that two values are identical and 

2E  as the 

sub-event that two values are different. Then, two sub-events can be simplified into a set of 
numerical conditions as followings: 
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      • sub-event 
1E . Adversary cannot use forged * * *, ,f t r   and *

,( 1) 1 ,( 1) 1=   ik i k ik i kRH RH . 

• sub-event 
2E . Adversary cannot use forged * * *, ,f t r   and *

,( 1) 1 ,( 1) 1   ik i k ik i kRH RH . 

 

For sub-event 
1E  and 

2E , we can assume that * j jwit wit  since the forged data packet should 

be used for authenticating a new message which is not identical with the original message. For 

the second sub-event, we can easily find the following additional condition  
* * *

* ,( 1) 1 ,( 1) 1 ,
( ( || ), ) = ( , )   ik i k i ik i k vY f YY vi

TH H RH Y z TH h r . 

It is trivial that the equation should hold unless *

,( 1) 1 ik i kRH  is regarded as invalid. To cover all 

event E , we need to define one more sub-event 
3E  to cover the case where the adversary can 

generate and user forged * * *, ,f t r   which is not equal to the original value, i.e.,  
* * *, , , ,    v v vf t r f t r . The last sub-event can be simplified as following: 

• sub-event 
3E . Adversary can use forged * * *, ,f t r  . 

The last sub-event implies that the forged data packet should hold the following conditon 
* * * *

* ,( 1) 1 ,( 1) 1 * ,
( ( || ), ) = ( , )   ik i k i ik i k vYY f Y

i v

TH H RH Y z TH h r  since the forged * * *, ,f t r   can be used as a 

part of verification information only if it holds the condition. Until now, we define three 

sub-events whose disjoint union cover E . From now, we show that an adversary cannot 
generate fogery which belongs to any sub-event due to the security of underlying schemes. 

In the first sub-event 
1E , we have two conditions * j jwit wit  and *

,( 1) 1 ,( 1) 1=   ik i k ik i kRH RH  at 

the same time. The conditions imply that there exist two values whose hash value is same, and 

it also implies that the adversary succeeds in finding a collision of a hash function which is 

used for the MHT. As a result, if the manipulated data packet belongs to 
1E , we can say that 

the security of the proposed scheme can be reduced to the security of the underlying hash 

function in terms of the collision resistance. Hence, we have 
1( )A HAdv E e  where 

He  is the 

advantage of an adversary who breaks the hash function in terms of the collision resistance. If 

the underlying hash function is hard to break, the advantage 
He  is negligible. In the second 

sub-event 
2E , a new root is used as a part of authenticating information, i.e., we have 

*

,( 1) 1 ,( 1) 1   ik i k ik i kRH RH . To be used as a part of authenticating information, it should satisfy 
* * *

* ,( 1) 1 ,( 1) 1 ,
( ( || ), ) = ( , )   ik i k i ik i k vY f YY vi

TH H RH Y z TH h r . Since the original information satisfies 

,( 1) 1 ,( 1) 1 ,
( ( || ), ) = ( , ),   Y ik i k i ik i k vY f Yi v

TH H RH Y z TH h r we have  

,( 1) 1 ,( 1) 1( ( || ), ) =Y ik i k i ik i k
i

TH H RH Y z   

* * *

* ,( 1) 1 ,( 1) 1( ( || ), )ik i k i ik i kY
i

TH H RH Y z    . 

Then, we can see that the forged packet belongs to the second type implies the existence of a 

collision for the underlying trapdoor commitment scheme. Hence, the advantage of  in the 

second event is bounded by the advantage of an adversary against the trapdoor commitment 

scheme in terms of the trapdoor collision resistance, and thus we have 
2( )A TCAdv E e  where 

TCe  is the advantage of an adversary against the trapdoor commitment scheme. The upper 

bound 
TCe  is negligible if it is hard to break the underlying trapdoor commitment scheme in 

terms of the trapdoor collision resistance whose hardness is identical with the hardness of the 

discrete logarithm problem. Since the discrete logarithm problem is well-known hard problem, 

we can see that 
2( )AAdv E  is negligible. Finally, if the forged packet belongs to the last 

sub-event, the tuple * * *, , f t r  is a valid signature on a fresh message *

* ,
( , )vY f Y

v

TH h r , which 
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implies that the underlying signature scheme is broken in terms of existential unforgeability 

since a new valid signature is included in the forged data packet.  Hence, we have 

3( )A SAdv E e  where 
Se  is the advantage of an adversary against the underlying signature 

scheme. Since we adopt a secure scheme whose security already proven in the literature, we 

can see that 
3( )AAdv E  is negligible. 

As we explained in the beginning of the proof, the adversary  succeeds in breaking the 

proposed scheme if it can generate a valid data packet. The advantage of the adversray is 

defined as ( )AAdv E  and it can be rewritten as ( )AAdv E  1 2 3( ) ( ) ( )A A AAdv E Adv E Adv E   since 

1E , 
2E , and 

3E  are disjoint sub-events of E  such that 
1 2 3E E E E . Hence, we have 

( )A H TC SAdv E e e e   . Due to two propositions, we can see that ( )AAdv E  is negligible. In 

other works, the adversary’s advantage in generating valid forgery for each sub-event is 

negligible due to the security of underlying security tools.                                                     □ 

We have also verified the security of the proposed scheme with AVISPA [27] which is an 

automated formal security analysis tool. We have simplified the proposed streaming 

authentication scheme in order to be run in AVISPA and we have used CAS+ language to 

describe the proposed scheme for AVISPA. As the result of backend(OFMC and CL-AtSe) 
analysis in AVISPA, our scheme turns out to be safe. 

4.2 Computational Overhead Analysis 

Table 2. Notations for Comparisons 

Symbols Definitions 

H   Hash operation such as SHA-256 

qI , 
qM , 

qA   Modular inversion, multiplication, and addition over prime q   

pM   Modular multiplication over prime p   

S   Signing operation in DSA, requiring ( 2   D q q qE I M A H ) 

V   Verifying operation in DSA, requiring ( 2 2   D p q qE M I M H ) 

DE  
 DSA exponentiation operation such that (( mod )mod )yB p q , where B  is an element of 

order q  in *

p
, *R qy , p  and q  are 1,024-bit and 160-bit primes 

 

In this subsection, we analyze theoretical overhead of TIM. Table 2 shows the notations used 

for analyzing TIM’s performance and performance comparison with previously presented 

schemes. Following theorem proves the computation costs for signing and verification in TIM. 
 

Theorem 2. For authenticating a segment consisting of n  data blocks ( = n l k ), offline 

signing requires ( 2 2 2 )  
D q q

E M A H  and online signing requires ( (2 2 ))  l k
q q

H M A , 

respectively.  
 

Proof 2. Step 6 and Step 7 of offline signing in Alg. 2 requires (
DE + 

q q
M A + H ) and 

( ) 
q q

M A H , respectively. Thus, offline signing process requires ( 2 2 2  
D q q

E M A H ) in 

total and it is executed once per segment. Online signing in Alg. 3 consists of MHT 

construction and collision value computation. Constructing MHT composed of k  data blocks 

requires (2 1)k H . If k  is even and 2’s exponentiation value like = 2ak , then k  is 22
log k

. To 

construct a MHT of k  data blocks, at first data blocks’ hash values need to be computed and 
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these are leaf hash values of the MHT, which requires 2a
H . Then, intermediate hash nodes are 

computed until the root hash value is computed. Thus, we can calculate the number of hash 

operations for constructing a MHT of k  data blocks as 12 1 = (2 1) ak . Step 6 in Alg. 3 

requires ( 2 2  k
q q

M A H ) including both root hash value computation and collision value 

computation. Online signing process is repeated l  times to generate n  data blocks’ 

authentication information where = n k l . Thus, the total cost of online signing for generating 

authentication information of n  data blocks in a segment is { 2 2 }  l k
q q

M A H . 

 

Theorem 3. For authenticating a segment consisting of n  data blocks ( = n l k ), the signature 

verification and verifying n  data blocks requires ( 4 2 2 
D p

E M H ) and 

2(2 ( 1) )    l klog k k
D p

E M H , respectively.  

 

Proof 3. To proceed data block verification, firstly a signature of each segment needs to be 

verified. In Alg. 4, Step 2 computing trapdoor hash value requires ( 2  
D p

E M H ) and Step 3 

executing DL-Schnorr signature verification consumes ( 2  
D p

E M H ), respectively. Thus, 

signature verification process requires ( 4 2 2 
D p

E M H ) in total and it is executed only once 

per a segment. Data block verification consists of MHT-based verification and THF-based 
verification. THF-based verification in Step 16-28 of Alg. 5 requires a trapdoor hash value 

computation which consumes (
22 ( 2)  log k

D p
E M H ). In the MHT-based verification, the 

validity of received data block is checked until the root hash value of the MHT is computed 

while searching the computed hash values in the AHT. This process requires 
2( 1)log k H  at 

the worst case because the number of hash operation is identical to MHT’s height. THF-based 

verification is executed for the first received data block among k  data blocks of the MHT and 

MHT-based verification is applied to remaining 1k  data blocks. Thus, the total cost for 

authenticating k  data blocks in a MHT is 
2(2 ( 1) )   klog k k

D p
E M H . Since there are l  

MHT blocks in a segment, the total cost for authenticating data blocks in a segment is 

((4 2 2 )  
D p

E M H 2(2 ( 1) )    l klog k k
D p

E M H . 

4.3 Computational Overhead Comparison 

In this subsection, we compare TIM with previously proposed other schemes with regard to 

computational overhead. For fair comparison, we assume that MABS [9] and WL [4] use DSA 
as their underlying signature scheme for fair comparison. 

Table 3 compares TIM with previously presented mechanisms with respect to latency 

(buffering) and computational overhead at sender and receiver sides. We assume that all 

mechanisms in Table 3 try to authenticate a segment consisting of n  data blocks. In addition, 

for fair comparison we assume that the size of MHT used in WL and TIM is the same as the 

size for batch verification in MABS and DL-SA as k  size. The latency column denotes that the 

sender or the receiver needs to buffer how many data blocks to generate or to verify 
authentication information. 

Since MABS-B and MABS-E generate independent signature for each data block, they 

require n  ( 2   
D q q q

E I M A H ) for signing n  data blocks. For efficiency of verification, 

MABS-B and MABS-E utilize batch verification for k  buffered signatures. Thus, they requires 

(2 ( 2 3 ))   k
D q p q

E I M M H  rather than kV . Since MABS-E equipped with MHT is the 
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enhanced version of MABS-B with respect to DoS defense, it requires more hash computations 

than MABS-B at both sender and receiver sides. 

 
Table 3. Computational overhead comparison with previously presented schemes  

(We assume that a segment consists of n ( k l  ) blocks). 

Method Sides Latency Computational overhead 

MABS-B 
Sender 1  n ( 2   D q q qE I M A H ) 

Receiver k  (2 ( 2 3 ))    l kD q p qE I M M H  

MABS-E 
Sender k  ( ( 2 ) (2 1) )      l k kD q q qE I M A H H  

Receiver k  2(2 ( 2 3 ( 1) ))     l k log kD q p qE I M M H  

WL 
Sender k  (( 2 ) (2 1) )      l kD q q qE I M A H H  

Receiver 1  2((2 2 ) ( 1) )      l k log kD p q qE M I M H H  

DL-SA-B 
Sender 1  (( 2 2 2 ) ( 1)( 2 ))      nD q q q qE M A H M A H  

Receiver 1  ((4 2 2 ) ( 1)(2 ))     nD p D pE M H E M H  

DL-SA-E 

Sender 1  (( 2 2 2 ) ( 1)( 2 ))      nD q q q qE M A H M A H  

Receiver k  
((4 2 2 ) ( 1)(( 1)( ) ( ))        l k kD p D p qE M H E M A H  

( ( ) ( 1)( )))   k kD p qE M A H  

TIM 

Online 

Sender k  ( 2 2 )l k  q qM A H  

Receiver 1  2((4 2 2 ) (2 ( 1) ))       l klog k kD p D pE M H E M H  

 

WL applies MHT-based signature generation to k  buffered data blocks. Since single 

MHT-based signature generation for k  blocks requires ( (2 1) ) kS H , the total cost of 

generating authentication information for n  blocks is ( (2 1) )  l kS H . For verifying k  data 

blocks, WL applies signature verification to the first received block and applies hash value 

comparisons to next ( 1)k  blocks as computing the root hash value of the MHT. Thus, WL 

requires 
2( ( 1) ) k log kV H  for verifying k  data blocks.  

DL-SA-B is a trapdoor hash function-based stream authentication method. Its signing 

process consists of initial block signing for the first data block and subsequent block signing 

for the next ( 1)n  blocks. The initial block signing requires ( 2 2 2 )  
D q q

E M A H  and 

subsequent block signing consumes ( 2 ) 
q q

M A H . Thus, DL-SA-B consumes 

(( 2 2 2 ) ( 1)( 2 ))      n
D q q q q

E M A H M A H  to generate authentication information for n  

blocks
3
. Since DL-SA-B requires (4 2 2 ) 

D p
E M H  and (2 ) 

D p
E M H  to verify the initial 

block and each subsequent block, respectively, the total cost for verifying n  data blocks is 

((4 2 2 ) ( 1)(2 ))     n
D p D p

E M H E M H . Namely, DL-SA-B requires at least 2
D

E  to verify 

each data block and this might be huge computational burden for smart devices like smart 

phones, smart pads, and so on. DL-SA-E applies batch verification that requires data block 

buffering at the receiver-side in order to enhance the verification performance. DL-SA-E 

could reduce the overhead for verifying k  data blocks from (2 ) k
D p

E M H  to 

(( 1)( ) ( ))   k k
D p q

E M A H . Even though DL-SA-E can reduce the cost for verification 

                                                        
3 When estimating the signing overhead in DL-SA-B and DL-SA-E, we omit the overhead for computing an ephemeral public 

key in initial block signing and an ephemeral hash key in subsequent block signing since they can be precomputed.  
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roughly about in half, it still requires at least 
D

E  for verifying each block. 

TIM makes use of the advantages of MHT and THF simultaneously. TIM requires 

(( 2 2 2 ) ( 2 2 ))l k      
D q q q q

E M A H M A H  to generate authentication information for n  

data blocks
4
. Since ( 2 2 2 )  

D q q
E M A H  is the overhead from offline signing, it can be 

conducted at the offline phase before sending stream data. Thus, TIM consumes only 

( 2 2 ))l k  
q q

M A H  when transmitting a segment consisting of n  data blocks in stream data, 

which is much more efficient than WL in terms of signing cost. Furthermore, since online 

signing in TIM computes a collision value per a MHT block consisting of k  data blocks, the 

number of 
q

M  in TIM’s online signing process is reduced by about  (1/ k ) compared with 

DL-SA-B and DL-SA-E which compute a collision value per a data block. Actually, even 

though the number of H  is almost doubled in TIM’s online signing process compared to 

signing process in DL-SA-B and DL-SA-E, the overhead for H  is much lower than that for 

q
M . Since the verification process in TIM utilizes the advantage of MHT, its cost is much 

lighter than those of DL-SA-B and DL-SA-E by replacing heavy trapdoor hash value 

computation with efficient hash comparisons. Namely, its cost for verifying n  data blocks is 

about (1/ k ) of DL-SA-B’s verification cost and  2 / ( 1)k  of DL-SA-E’s verification cost, 

respectively. In summary, TIM not only provides more efficient signing performance than WL, 

DL-SA-B and DL-SA-E, but also sharply reduces the overhead for verification by utilizing 

MHT’s property compared with DL-SA-B and DL-SA-E. 

 
Table 4. Transmission overhead comparison with other schemes  

( | |  symbol denotes the output size of corresponding operation result. | |=| |=| |=| |=| |r s u w q .). 

 

Method Transmission overhead 

MABS-B (| | | |)n r s  

MABS-E 2
(| | | | | |)log  l k r s k H  

WL 2
(| | | | | |)log  l k r s k H  

DL-SA-B, DL-SA-E | | ( 1) | | u n w  

TIM ,( 1) 1 2
| | (| | | |)log   v ik i kt l k z k H  

 

Table 4 compares TIM with previously presented schemes with respect to transmission 

overhead. Since MABS-B, MABS-E, and WL make use of DSA as their underlying signature 

scheme, the signature consists of r  and s  which are values over prime q . Since MABS-E, WL, 

and TIM use MHT, they send witness information consisting of 
2

( | |)log k H . However, this 

overhead can be alleviated by applying protocol level approaches [21]. For example, firstly 

sending complete witness  for computing root hash value of the MHT, then sending related 

messages can reduce the number of redundant witness information transmission. In DL-SA-B 

and DL-SA-E, u  is the signature of the initial data block and each of subsequent data blocks 

requires w  which is a collision value. u  and w  are values over prime q  in DL-SA-B and 

DL-SA-E. In TIM, 
vt  is the signature of the v -th segment and each data block in the segment 

requires the transmission of collision value ,( 1) 1| | ik i kz  and witness information consisting of 

                                                        
4
 We omit the overhead for generating key materials since they can be computed at offline phase similar to DL-SA-B and 

DL-SA-E. 
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2
| |log k H . Even though DL-SA-B, DL-SA-E, and TIM requires ephemeral public key and 

hash keys for verifying data blocks, we omit the overhead for transmitting these keys since 
these keys needs to be transmitted only once to receivers and they can be reused. 

5. Experimental Evaluation 

Table 5. Block signing time in TIM (The figures are average single data block signing timings for 

100-MByte stream data. The time for signing a data block in DL-SA-E is 0.000120026 ms. #data 

blocks means the size of MHT in TIM.). 
 

#data blocks TIM Improvement 

2  0.0000610323 ms   1.97 times  

4  0.0000315721 ms   3.80 times  

8  0.0000166578 ms   7.21 times  

16  0.0000090785 ms   13.22 times  

32  0.0000053429 ms   22.46 times  

 
Table 6. Verification timing comparison 

 (The figures are average single data block verification timings for 100-MByte stream data.). 

#data blocks DL-SA-E TIM Improvement 

2  0.119877 ms   0.07415 ms   1.62 times  

4  0.096436 ms   0.03689 ms   2.61 times  

8  0.084070 ms   0.01871 ms   4.49 times 

16  0.078259 ms   0.00936 ms   8.36 times  

32  0.075015 ms   0.00465 ms   16.14 times  

 

We have implemented TIM and DL-SA-E on Ubuntu Linux 11.04 on a Desktop PC with Intel 

i7 3.40GHz quadcores CPU by using OpenSSL-1.0.1d version for timing comparison. Since 

OpenSSL-1.0.1d does not support LL exponentiation method [10] that is a kind of fixed-base 

exponentiation algorithm, we have implemented the LL method for performance enhancement. 

We have measured time for transmitting about 100-MByte stream data from a sender to a 
receiver (It consists of 3,200 segments and each segment contains 32 blocks of 1024-byte.

5
). 

Table 5 shows the timing for generating single data block’s authentication information with 

online signing in TIM as increasing the size of MHT from 2 to 32. Note that we have 

implemented DL-SA-E and measured the timing for generating a data block’s authentication 

information as 0.000120026 ms. In DL-SA-E, the signing cost is constant as about ( )
q

M H  

per data block regardless of MHT size. The signing cost in TIM depends on the applied MHT 

size k  as about ((1/ k) (2 / ) 2 ) k
q q

M A H . Table 5 shows that the online signing in TIM 

provides much improved performance compared with DL-SA-E since it can reduce the 

number of collision value computation from one per each data block to one per k  data blocks. 

Table 6 shows the verification timing of TIM and DL-SA-E by increasing k  to 2, 4, 8, 16, 

and 32. In case of DL-SA-E, we have applied batch verification scheme and simultaneous 

multi-exponentiation method according to [19]. With respect to the theoretical computation 

overhead, DL-SA-E needs {( 1)( ) ( )}   k k
D p q

E M A H  for verifying k  data blocks by 

                                                        
5
 As in [19], public hash keys iY  for all i  where 1 32i   are transmitted in the first segment with additional 1,024-bit per block 

and not transmitted for subsequent segments. 
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using k  size of batch verification method, while TIM requires 
2(2 ( 1) )   klog k k

D p
E M H . 

Since the overhead for H , 
q

A  and 
p

M  is negligible compared with that for 
D

E , the 

theoretical performance improvement of TIM against DL-SA-E can be computed as ( 1) / 2k . 

For each k  = 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32, experimental results show that TIM achieve 1.62, 2.61, 4.49, 

8.36, and 16.14 times improvement compared with DL-SA-E using k  size of batch 

verification method. Moreover, it is noticeable that this experimental improvement ratio 

obtained by replacing k  with actual value is similar to the theoretical improvement ratio. It 

proves the effectiveness of TIM in view of both experimental and theoretical point. 

6. Concluding Remarks 

In this paper, we have proposed TIM, an enhanced trapdoor hash function-based stream 

authentication mechanism integrated with the Merkle Hash Tree, which can significantly 
reduce the overhead for signing at sender-side and verification at receiver-side, respectively. 

By using the property of the THF, TIM achieves the optimized signing cost and it outperforms 

typical MHT-based authentication mechanism such as WL and previously proposed trapdoor 

hash function-based mechanism DL-SA. TIM integrates MHT property into the trapdoor hash 

function-based mechanism with a novel manner, which results in noticeably reducing the 

verification overhead compared with DL-SA. We have analyzed the correctness and 

theoretical overhead of TIM. Both theoretical overhead analysis and experimental evaluation 

show that TIM outperforms previously proposed deterministic authentication mechanisms. 

We expect that TIM can be utilized from servers to mobile devices including sensors, 

smartcards, smartphones, and so on due to its performance efficiency. 
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